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MPPs from all parties would backvalue-for-money audit of Tarion
An ongoing Toronto Star investigation has revealed that Tarion, a private, non-profit corporation,
is keeping secret records of poor or incomplete work in new homes.
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Ontario Minister of Consumer Services Tracy MacCharles has said she will not ask for a review of Tarion - the
corporation created by the provincial government to protect new homebuyers.
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Ontario MPPs from all parties say they would support a legislative motion asking the auditor
general to open the books at Tarion, the corporation created by the province to protect new

homebuyers.

The pledges from Liberal, Progressive Conselative and NDP members is at odds with the stance
taken by the minister responsible for overseeing Tarion, Tracy MacCharles, who said she will not

ask for a review of Tarion because she believes there is little consumer dissatisfaction with the
corporation.

But Liberal MPP Donna Cansfield said she would defu a minister of her government and support a

motion calling for a value-for-money audit of Tarion.

"I think we've got a problem," Cansfield said, referring to the fact that Tarion's online builder
profiles merely list whether deficiencies were found in a new home - not what the actual
deficiencies were.

"I think they're doing a disservice to the really good builders, the ones who follow the rules, do
things right, get the right inspections," said the member for Etobicoke Centre, noting she plans to
write a "strongly worded letter" to MacCharles, the consumer services minister, outlining her

belief that Ontario's new homebuyers need greater protections.
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Progressive Conservative MPP Frank Klees and NDP MPP Rosario Marchese also calling for a
value-for-money audit of Tarion.

An ongoing Star investigation has revealed that Tarion is keeping secret records ofpoor or
incomplete work in new homes. The private, non-profit corporation has recovered nearly $3o
million from developers for deficiencies over the last five years, but refuses to identify the builders

or say what the problems were.

Tarion says it is reviewing how much information about builders'performance histories it shares
with the public.

In a recent company-wide email, Tarion president and CEO Howard Bogach told staffit's "up to
the minister to decide" whether Tarion should be scrutinized in a value-for-money audit by the
auditor general or placed under the oversight of the Ontario ombudsman.

"But the minister has been very supportive of our work and our transparency," Bogach wrote.

Tarion spokesperson Karen Mortfield said the corporation operates "according to the highest
financial standards and scrutiny with an auditor and an appointed actuary."

"We follow recognized accounting and actuarial standards and practices for the insurance industry
to ensure we have sufficient resources to meet claims as they arise," she said.

MacCharles told the Star the vast majority of homeowner complaints are resolved by builders.

"Consumer discontent with Tarion or how it operates appears to be at a relatively low level," she
said. "I do not see a pressing need for significant changes at this time. Indeed, over the last several
years, Tarion has made considerable improvements to strengthen consumer protection and more
are in the process of being implemented currently."

Klees, a long-time critic of Tarion, said if the minister won't table a motion asking for the auditor
general to review the corporation, he will.

"The fact that the minister is not willing to take that initiative concerns me," Klees said. "As much
as the minister uses the independence of Tarion as justification for not exercising oversight, the
corporation is nonetheless a child of legislation."

Tarion was created int976 to administer the Ontario New Home Warranties Plan Act, which says
new homes should be free from defects in work and material, building code violations, and major
structural problems, among other things. Tarion is a "delegated administrative authorit5r," one of

several arm's length bodies set up by the province to implement and enforce legislation in certain
industries.

Because Tarion does not receive government funding, it is not subject to freedom-of-information

laws or oversight by the Ontario ombudsman.

Christine Pedias, a spokeswoman for the office of the auditor general, said the legislature's public

accounts committee, made up of MPPs from all parties, could also ask for a review of Tarion.
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